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Dynamics of phase transitions in a liquid crystal probed by
Raman spectroscopy
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Raman spectra of the SchiŒ’s base liquid crystalline compound 5O5, N-(4-n-pentyloxy-
benzylidene)-4 ¾ -n-pentylaniline, have been recorded as a function of temperature from 22 to
80 ß C in the 1140–1220 cmÕ 1 and 1550–1640 cmÕ 1 spectral regions. From careful deconvolution
of the spectral features using Lorentzian pro� les, precise values of peak positions, integrated
intensities and linewidths of some selected Raman bands were obtained. The variations of
the Raman spectral parameters with temperature are discussed in terms of changes in the
molecular alignment and its eŒect on intra-/inter-molecular interactions at the Cr–G, G–SmF,
SmF–SmC and SmA–N phase transitions. From a detailed study, it is inferred that the
increased orientational/vibrational freedom of the alkyl chains, as well as the delocalization
of the electron clouds, is responsible for the spectral anomalies at the Cr–G transition. Loss
of positional ordering and twist around the C6H4 N bond takes place at the SmF–SmC
transition. In the SmA–N transition, some evidence for the formation of cybotactic clusters
was obtained.

1. Introduction Intensity changes in the alkyl chain mode region have
In recent years, Raman spectroscopy has emerged as been ascribed to the fact that at higher temperatures the

a very useful tool in the investigation of vibrational increased lateral gap between the diŒerent molecular
dynamics of liquid crystalline compounds. The importance layers facilitates orientational and translational motions
of this technique is further realized because the phase of the long alkyl tail along the molecular axis. However,
transitions in liquid crystals are re� ected as variations it is necessary to monitor the behaviour of the Raman
in measurable parameters of certain vibrational modes bands associated with the core and the alkyl chain parts
of the system. The measurement and analysis of line- separately, as a function of temperature and other
widths and peak positions yield information about the parameters, to understand the role of these units in the
structure and dynamics of the system undergoing phase dynamics of phase changes.
transitions. In addition, integrated intensity provides In this work we have carried out extensive studies of
crucial information about the � uctuation of some physical the liquid crystal 5O5 using laser Raman spectroscopy.
quantities undergoing changes during phase transition. We have investigated the behaviour of the various core-
Extensive studies on the dynamics of phase transitions related bands as a function of temperature in the diŒerent
of liquid crystals using the Raman spectroscopic tech- phases. The results obtained provide evidence for the
nique have been reported [1–11]. Most of these studies existence of a lateral dipole moment at the core. We
have focused attention on analysing either the region have also obtained evidence concerning the transition
involving the lattice modes [1–6] or the 200–900 cm Õ 1 between well de� ned three-dimensional states and also
region, which concerns the conformationally sensitive on the loss of positional ordering and twisting of the
alkyl chain modes [7–9]. The lattice mode region is molecular segments at the C6H4 N bond.
found to show some abrupt changes in intensity of
certain modes with increasing temperature; these changes

2. Experimentalhave been associated with the decrease in the inter-
The sample of 5O5 was synthesized following amolecular interactions, as well as positional ordering.

procedure described elsewhere [12]. The sample was
repeatedly recrystallized from absolute ethanol until the*Author for correspondence; e-mail: alverma@dte.vsnl.net.in
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1316 A. Bhattacharjee et al.

observed transition temperatures were found to be con- The molecule is composed of two portions, the two
benzene rings with the C(H) N linkage forming thestant. The transition temperatures were obtained using

DSC and polarizing optical microscopy with a hot stage core; and the C5H11 alkyl chains forming the zig-zag
tails, which are attached to the two ends of the core. Theand found to be in excellent agreement with values

reported in the literature [12–15]. For obtaining the Raman spectrum showed a triplet in the 1160–1171 cm Õ 1
region (� gure 2). Similarly, doublets were observed inRaman spectra, the sample was inserted in a 0.5 mm

diameter quartz capillary tube in an inert atmosphere the 1570–1575 and 1594–1598 cm Õ 1 regions (� gure 2).
The occurrence of the triplets and doublets can beand sealed at both ends. This sealed tube was placed in

an evacuated chamber inside a home-made high temper- attributed to the presence of the oxygen atom. A question
is likely to arise here as to whether the origin of theature cell. The temperature was monitored continuously

and kept stable within an accuracy of Ô 0.2 ß C with the triplet and the doublets is due to the delocalization of
the charges or to the presence of diŒerent rotational iso-help of a copper–constantan thermocouple placed in

close contact with the sample. The Raman spectra of mers. The possibility of the occurrence of rotational isomers
can be eliminated for two main reasons. The splittingsthe sample were recorded at various temperatures on a

Spex Ramalog 1403 double monochromator , equipped in the triplet, and doublets became much clearer in
the Raman spectrum at low temperatures (# 30 K). Ifwith an RCA-31034 photomultiplier tube and a CCD

detector, in the 1140–1220 and 1550–1640 cm Õ 1 regions. rotational isomers were present, we would have expected
at least a reduction in the splitting, if not the com-The spectra were recorded over a wide range of temper-

atures starting from 22 ß C (crystalline solid phase) to plete replacement of the doublets by singlets. Another
important piece of evidence is obtained from a close76 ß C (isotropic liquid) at intervals of 0.3 ß C near phase

transitions and 2 ß C elsewhere. The excitation source look at the spectrum. At low temperatures and also
up to a temperature of 51 ß C, the band at 1167 cm Õ 1 isused was the 488.0 nm line from an Ar+ laser. In order

to avoid laser heating of the sample, very low laser more intense than the band at 1162 cm Õ 1, whereas at
higher temperatures the relative intensity of these bandspower (20–30 mW) was employed. A scanning increment

of 0.1 cm Õ 1 with an integration time of 0.5 s was found changes. Such an eŒect would not be observed in the
case of rotational isomers, as the intensity of Ramansuitable for recording the spectra with a reasonably

good signal to noise ratio with the slit combination of bands is a function of the population of the two forms.
The band at 1171 cm Õ 1 is assigned to the C O stretching200-400-400-200 mm. Our data had a very high repro-

ducibility with the uncertainty in the peak positions being mode of the molecule. The bands observed at 1162 and
1167 cm Õ 1 are the in-plane C H bending modes of thewithin Ô 0.20 cm Õ 1, while the band areas and linewidth

(FWHM) were accurate within Ô 2%. A few spectra at two aromatic rings. Similarly the bands arising at 1572,
1575, 1594 and 1598 cm Õ 1 are due to the quadrantlow temperature (30 K) were also recorded to ascertain

the number of overlapping bands in the broad spectral stretching modes of the aromatic rings [10, 16]. The
oxygen atom adjacent to one of the aromatic ringsregions. The spectra obtained were deconvoluted and

the various spectral parameters were calculated using strongly aŒects the band positions. The electronegativity
of oxygen (3.5) is higher than that of carbon (2.5); forthe GRAMS software.
this reason, a large change in the electron cloud distri-
bution takes place, resulting in the development of a
slight negative charge at the oxygen atom with respect3. Results and discussion

3.1. Molecular structure to the aromatic ring. On the other hand, there is a
nitrogen atom attached to the second aromatic ring;The structure and phase transition sequence of N-

(4-n-pentyloxybenzy lidene)-4¾ -n-pentylaniline (abbreviated this will disturb the electron cloud distribution of this
aromatic ring, but not to the same extent as the oxygenas 5O5) are shown below (� gure 1):
atom, as the diŒerence in electronegativity in this case
is somewhat lower (electronegativity of N 5 3). To
explore this aspect in detail, we consider the electronic
con� guration of oxygen:

(1sb
s
)2 (1sa

s
)2 (2sb

s
)2 (2sa

s
)2 (2pb

s
)2 (2pb

p
)4 (2pa

p
)2

where b and a stand for bonding and anti-bonding
orbitals, respectively. The delocalization of the p-electrons
takes place due to the mesomeric eŒect [16]. In such aFigure 1. Structure and phase transition sequence of liquid
case, a lateral dipole develops along the central linkagecrystalline compound 5O5, N-(4-n-pentyloxybenzylidene)-

4 ¾ -n-pentylaniline. [17]. Such a dipole would have a tendency to reduce
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1317Raman studies of L C phase transitions

Figure 2. Raman spectra in the 1140–1220 cmÕ 1 (i) and 1550–1640 cmÕ 1 (ii) regions for diŒerent phases. (a) Crystalline phase,
(b) G phase, (c) smectic C phase, (d) smectic A phase. Panels (iii ) and (iv) show the deconvoluted spectra in the respective
regions in the Smectic A phase—from spectra (d).

Table. Assignment of the various core-related modes of thethe extent of positional correlation of the molecules, and
5O5 molecule.this is actually observed in our experiments. We can

thus conclude that the charge redistributions of the two Serial Band position
aromatic rings are diŒerent and independent of each no. cmÕ 1 Assignment
other to a large extent. This suggests that the bands

1 1162 Aromatic C H in plane bendingat 1162, 1572 and 1594 cm Õ 1 are associated with the
modebenzene ring adjoining the nitrogen atom and those at

2 1167 Aromatic C H in plane bending
1167, 1575 and 1598 cm Õ 1 with the benzene ring adjacent mode
to the oxygen atom. This is supported by the fact that 3 1171 C O stretch

4 1194 Aromatic C N stretching modewe have obtained doublets for each of the aromatic ring
5 1572 Quadrant stretching mode of themodes instead of singlets. Further support for this view

aromatic ringis provided by previous experiments on similar SchiŒ’s
6 1575 Quadrant stretching mode of the

bases without the oxygen atom (e.g. TBBA, TBDA, etc.) aromatic ring
[10] where only singlets are observed for these particular 7 1594 Quadrant stretching mode of the

aromatic ringmodes of the aromatic rings. In the table, a tentative
8 1598 Quadrant stretching mode of theassignment of all the peak positions has been made on

aromatic ringthe basis of the expected group frequencies and reported
9 1627 C N stretching mode

assignments for similar SchiŒ’s bases [10, 11, 16].

as a measure of the integrated intensity. Measurement3.2. T he Cr–G phase transition
For a detailed analysis, the bands were deconvoluted of the integrated intensity with respect to some internal

standard is avoided because doping may change theby � tting the spectral features in the 1140–1220 and
1550–1640 cm Õ 1 regions (� gure 2) into Lorentzian pro- characteristics of the sample. In this study we have

concentrated on the structural disorder of the core and� les at every temperature. The values of the peak positions,
linewidths and integrated intensities thus obtained are therefore we consider only the nine prominent Raman

bands observed at 1162, 1167, 1171, 1194, 1572, 1575,plotted in � gures 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The percentage
contribution of individual bands to their respective 1594, 1598 and 1627 cm Õ 1, which are all associated with

the core.overlapping spectral regions was calculated and taken
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1318 A. Bhattacharjee et al.

Figure 3. Variation of peak positions of the individual bands
as a function of temperature. (a) 1167 cmÕ 1, (b) 1171 cmÕ 1,
(c) 1194 cmÕ 1, (d) 1594 cmÕ 1, (e) 1627 cmÕ 1 (uncertainty
within Ô 0.2 cmÕ 1 ).

A careful examination of these � gures reveals an
anomalous behaviour of the spectral features for all the

Figure 4. Variation of linewidths of the individual bands asRaman bands at 28 ß C, which is the Cr–G transition
a function of temperature. (a) 1167 cmÕ 1, (b) 1171 cmÕ 1,

temperature for 5O5. This transition is an example of a
(c) 1194 cmÕ 1, (d) 1594 cmÕ 1, (e) 1627 cmÕ 1 (uncertainty

transition between two well de� ned three-dimensional within Ô 2%).
structures [18, 19]. The diŒerence between the two
phases is that the G phase is a highly viscous, soft
crystalline phase, where the molecules are arranged in a
monoclinic lattice, whereas Cr is a true crystalline solid. A careful study of � gure 3 shows that the peak position

of the Raman bands at 1167, 1171, 1594 and 1627 cm Õ 1As for most mesogenic molecules, the alkyl chain part
of the molecule is expected to attain a higher degree of at the Cr–G transition show a shift towards the higher

side. However, the band due to the C6H4 N stretchingorientational and vibrational freedom at the melting
process involving a phase transition from a crystalline mode at 1194 cm Õ 1 shows an opposite behaviour and the

peak position is shifted to a lower wave number. Thisto a soft crystalline phase. In contrast, the core part of the
molecule, including the aromatic rings, is expected to be happens because the increased orientational freedom of

the terminal alkyl chains in the G phase exerts strainrigid with very little orientational freedom. Moreover,
the G phase has a pseudo-hexagonal packing with a on the core and softens the C6H4 N bond. The

Raman bands due to the C N and the C O modeslocal herring-bone structure. In such a packing order,
very little translational freedom between the molecules show no appreciable shift in the peak positions because

the total energy of the bonds remains unchanged . For theis allowed. However, one should also remember that the
lateral gap which exists among each of the pseudo- aromatic ring modes, the abnormality observed in

the upward shift in the peak position indicates that thehexagonal clusters may enable the alkyl chains to move
freely, thereby putting some strain on the core. For this aromatic rings in the solid state are constrained in a

stressed position due to higher interactions in the closereason, abnormalities are expected to arise in those
Raman modes which are connected to the core. packing.
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1319Raman studies of L C phase transitions

3.3. T he G–SmF transition
As is apparent from � gures 3, 4 and 5, there is

a gradual increase in the peak positions, integrated
intensities and linewidths with increasing temperature
from 30 to 47 ß C. No change in the peak positions,
linewidths and integrated intensities of any of the bands
is observed at the G–SmF transition temperature. A
close look at the structures of the G and SmF phases
reveals that basically both have a c-centred monoclinic
lattice [18, 19]. The diŒerences in these structures lie in
the fact that in the SmF phase there is only short range
in-plane positional correlation of the molecules, and no
interlayer positional correlation as found in the G phase.
The gradual increase in the peak positions and the
linewidths of all the Raman modes indicates higher
freedom of the individual molecules in the SmF phase.
However, the integrated intensity shows no signi� cant
change in this region. This can be understood by the
fact that in this transition, the only change is the loss of
intermolecular ordering, with almost no change in the
intermolecular parameters either with respect to position
or orientation.

3.4. T he SmF–SmC transition
The SmF–SmC transition is marked by a sharp

increase in the peak positions, whereas there is a sharp
decrease in the linewidths and the integrated intensities,
con� rming the � rst order nature of this transition. ThisFigure 5. Variation of integrated intensities of the individual

bands as a function of temperature. (a) 1167 cmÕ 1, behaviour is due to the large structural diŒerences
(b) 1171 cmÕ 1, (c) 1194 cmÕ 1, (d) 1594 cmÕ 1, (e) 1627 cmÕ 1 between the SmF and SmC phases. The SmF–SmC
(uncertainty within Ô 2%).

transition is between the more ordered SmF phase and
the liquid-like layers of the SmC phase. The SmF phase
is characterized by a monoclinic lattice structure withFigure 5 exhibits an abrupt increase in the integrated

intensity at the Cr–G transition for all the representative hexagonal close packed molecules and short range
positional ordering (bond orientational order) [18, 19].modes; this can be attributed to the increase in the

electron cloud density related to these bands. As the two Accordingly, the direction of the tilt is towards the edges
of the hexagons. The SmC phase with its liquid-likelone pair electrons lie in bonding orbitals, it is possible

that the 5O5 molecule shows a twist along one of two-dimensional structure possesses only short range
correlation between the molecular positions (centres ofthe single bonds, probably the C6H4 O bond at the

Cr–G transition. In that case a drift of the electron masses) over certain distances (known as clusters).
Because of the � uid-like character, neither is the distancecloud is expected to take place. Also, in the molecular

orbital approach [20], the magnitude of the resonance between the centres of clusters related to the local spacing
nor are the intermolecular interactions correlated.and hence the strength of a covalent bond is approxi-

mately proportional to the amount of overlap of the As the intermolecular interactions are weak in the
SmC phase, intramolecular dynamics are the reasonatomic orbitals of the electrons constituting the bond.

In such a case we expect the core-related modes in our behind the changes in the Raman parameters of the
diŒerent modes. Therefore in the SmC phase there ismolecule to show an increase in intensity and also to

shift to a higher position. This is exactly what is observed a higher degree of both positional and orientational
freedom of the molecules. Due to the freedom enjoyedin the spectra obtained, where there is an upward shift

in the peak positions along with an increase in the by the molecules in this state, the bonds become stronger,
and also twisting around single bonds becomes possible.integrated intensity of the related modes in the Cr phase.

Due to this disturbance of the charge density, a broaden- Figure 3 exhibits a small but noticeable change in the
peak positions at this transition. On the other hand,ing of the linewidth also takes place, which is evident

in � gure 4. the changes in the integrated intensity and linewidth
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1320 Raman studies of L C phase transitions

are much sharper (� gures 4 and 5), especially for the 3.6. T he N–I transition
The N–I transition is marked by a rather large twoC6H4 N and the CH N modes. It is known that

phase coexistence region (about 2 ß C) as is evident fromthe Raman linewidth is a cumulative eŒect of the line-
the irregular behaviour observed in the peak positions,widths originating from the temperature-dependent
integrated intensities and linewidths of all the bandsreorientational motion and the temperature-independen t
monitored.vibrational dephasing [10 b]. Therefore there must be

some rotational motion occurring around the C6H4 N
The authors gratefully acknowledge � nancial supportbond. The abrupt change in integrated intensity of the

from the Department of Science and Technology, Newbands due to the C6H4 N mode indicates an appreciable
Delhi.s-electron cloud distortion due to rotation about this

bond. In such a case, we also expect a redistribution of
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